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Evidence suggests that rather sophisticated diagrams for the rules of color mixing extend even further back in history. A special exhibit at the First Congress of the International
Color Association, held in Stockholm, June 1969, for example, reminded the delegates of a color circle and sphere that appear in a 1611 manuscript on physics by Sigfrid Forsius, kept in the Royal Library, Stockholm (Figure I). Our hosts at the Conference urged us to visit the library to see the original manuscript. We did this one morning and the librarian kindly arranged to have the four-inch thick manuscript brought to the rare-book and manuscript room where we spent a memorable hour examining it.

A transcription of the Forsius manuscript has been made by Johan Nordstrom in a thesis submitted to Uppsala (Sweden) in 1954. A translation by one of us of the appropriate passages in the chapter "on the vision" (Forsius, pp. 419-420, Nordstrom, pp. 316-317) follows. Apology is made that the full flavor of the 17th-Century Swedish cannot be conveyed.

The things one can see are either Colors, or Light and Brilliant objects, or the things that can be seen alone at night. The color is outermost or uppermost part of an object that falls under the sight.
And there are three things needed for a color to be noticed: (1) The outermost part of an object, (2) Translucency and clarity, since in darkness nothing can be seen, (3) A moderate distance, because objects that are far away cannot be judged by their color.

Among the Colors there are two prime colors, white and black, from which all others have their origin. The white color belongs to the cold, the weather and the dryness. The black to the cold, the dampness and the putrefaction.

In the middle between these colors, red since olden times has been placed on one side and blue on the other: Yellow between white and red, and pale yellow between white and yellow: Orange between yellow and red. Brown between red and black: Purple color between red and brown: and violet brown between brown and black.

Then on the other side, between white and blue is gray. Between white and gray is ash color: Between gray and blue is sky blue. And on the lower part green between blue and black. Pale green between blue and green and black green between green and black. This is all seen in this Figure (Fig. 2).

But if you want right to consider the origin and relations of the colors, you should start from the five principle middle colors which are red, blue, green, yellow, and gray of white and black (Figure 3). And their gradings, they rise either closer to white by their paleness or to black by their darkness; albeit they are (as above has been made known) related to one another as previously shown. Because red rises to white through pale red (pink) and skin color: to black through purple, brown, violet brown and black brown. Similarly yellow relates towards white through pale yellow, wooden and wheat color: To black through orange and dark yellow. Equally blue rises to white through sky blue and pale blue, like Dutch cloth: And to black through dark blue like indigo color that has some brownish in it. So rises also green towards white through Spanish green and pale green: To black through blackgreen. Gray approaches white by the color of Lübeck gray and limestone and dapple gray color: To black through mouse gray black gray and pale black.

And this is the correct relationship of colors, that in their number agree with that of the planets as do the lower colors with the five membranes of the eye, and with the five senses. All this can be seen from the accompanying figure (Figure 3).

And so much about the colors.

Of the two diagrams represented by Forsius, the first is a color circle in two dimensions (Figure 2), an arrangement of colors which we may assume has been employed by others before him, for he says, "In the middle between these colors red since olden times has been placed on one side and blue on the other: Yellow between white and red, and pale yellow between white and yellow: Orange between yellow and red...." This diagram is not very close to the arrangement of complements in modern color circles nor is it a proper cross section of the other diagram.

Forsius' second diagram (Figure 3) represents color space as a sphere, remarkably close to the 1810 diagrams of Runge and one that we might construct today. White is at the top of his sphere; black at the bottom. Around the circumference, the colors are arranged essentially according to color-perception space arising from the ideas of black-white, red-green, and yellow-blue.

Little seems to have been written about Forsius; in the two biographies found, one makes no mention at all of his *Physica*. The other reads as follows:

"The Finnish astronomer and clergyman, Sigfrid Aronius Forsius, was born in Helsingfors, Finland, shortly after the foundation of the town in 1550. He studied, mainly astronomy, at German universities, but also in Uppsala, Sweden, and was ordained to the priesthood in 1597. In 1601-02, he performed mapping in Lapland, the
most northern part of Finland. He was then for some time parson in Kimito, Finland. After varying fortunes, he was in 1608-10 professor in astronomy in Uppsala. In 1613, he became parson in Stockholm, but was suspended in 1615. From 1621 to his death in 1624, he was parson in Ekenäs, Finland.

Sigfrid Forsius is mostly known as an author in prognostics, in astrological predictions and above all for his almanacs. He was the first one who worked out almanacs valid for districts in Sweden (Stockholm) and Finland (Abo); previous almanacs had been translations from German with indications of time (for instance, sunrise and sunset) that were not valid for Sweden and Finland. Forsius was one of the most remarkable representatives in Sweden of the Neo-Platonist mystics inspired by the Swiss philosopher and alchemist Paracelsus. He is said to have been quarrelsome and adventurous of nature.

Sigfrid Forsius wrote his Physica in 1611 and published a collection of "Religious psalms and songs" in 1614.

The sphere in Forsius' manuscript is the earliest diagram that we are aware of that corresponds to present-day arrangements of color space. Perhaps Forsius himself is the inventor for he introduces it, immediately following his description of the first diagram, saying: "But if you want right to consider the origin and relations of the colors...".

EDITOR'S NOTE: It is of interest, especially for those who attended the Color 69 meeting in Stockholm in June 1969, to note that the exhibit referred to in the second paragraph of this article was the work of the Swedish Color Center, whose director, Anders Hard, also referred to the Forsius manuscript in his paper "Quality Attributes of Colour Perception," presented at that meeting.
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